Book reviews receptor multiplicity proposed. Perhaps the most novel and most interesting of the chapters contained in this volume are the small mainly philosophical works included throughout the volume which deal with future approaches and strategies to research in the central nervous system. Although short, the views expressed by Costa, Carlsson, Bunney and Bloom give considerable insight into the direction that research might take and the problems it will face in future.
In conclusion, a patchy book not dealing with any subject in particular, but which will no doubt find its place on many library shelves. spinal fluid has been covered and, fortunately or unfortunately, there have not been date of the so many advances in the last two years that -loped from a the papers have become outdated. Natur-)ta which was ally, some are more informative than rative research others, but the standard is generally high prime res-and there is something to be learnt from this e patients, and material by everyone involved in the manpidemiologists agement of hydrocephalus. Unfortunately, ficult method-there is no index, which reduces the value of C. the book as a source of reference. ho seek the As Dr Rougerie says in his preface, it is )us types of important not to regard the insertion of a [bly provide an shunt as a minor or routine procedure. One nt search. One must be aware of the risks and of assessing complications that may follow a decision to priate to the operate, and to consider the type of ind there is no procedure and the form of shunt which is isks caused by suitable for each individual. The range of 'he best clinical problems in the management of shunts on photogenic seems to become greater rather than )nvulsions and smaller with the passage of time, but o-workers, on infection remains the major one. Computed ites and ado-tomography has helped in the evaluation of red for. These shunt function and dependency, but there is and authori-still room for improvement in the functional -urologists will assessment of these systems, particularly in mily studies of relation to pressure measurement and the data into cerebrospinal fluid flow. the pitfalls of The book is well produced with clear tables and illustrations, and there is no ,oncerned with better source for information on this subject enetic models, than this volume. It should be available, not considerations only to paediatricians and neurosurgeons, ch workers but but also to neurologists and general e neurologist. paediatric surgeons-indeed to all those a rapid perusal who are concerned with the management of hat the small cerebrospinal fluid shunts. ch describes a 1083
